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Chapter 10

Accenting the Landscape: Interpreting the Oley Hills Site
Norman E. Muller
Introduction
The Oley Hills in Berks County of eastern Pennsylvania
is a beautiful area of rolling hills and valleys, punctuated
by a network of streams and rivers. In 1732, this area
was deeded to the heirs of William Penn by the American
Indians and shortly afterwards German settlers moved in,
first to the fertile river valleys and later to the poorer
terrain in the hills. It was the hill area that first attracted
me when, in 1997, Fred Werkheiser, a shoe salesman and
amateur archaeologist from Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
showed me a privately owned site in the Oley Hills that
he had visited numerous times. We visited the site on a
cold November day, after a late evening ice storm had
covered everything with about half a centimeter of ice,
turning the late fall landscape into a winter wonderland.
The drystone features he showed me so captivated my
attention that, from that point on, I was determined to
find out who built them and when. I was well acquainted
with colonial walls and other stone features from this
period but what I had been shown that morning was very
different and visually impressive: unusual looking curved
walls, two huge flat-topped cairns, a massive boulder, a
large terrace, a large inclined cairn and a platform. A
previous owner of the property claimed the features were
Celtic but Fred himself believed them to be American
Indian, constructed before the area was settled in the
early- to mid-18th century. At the same time, I was well
aware that any dry wall masonry of unknown origin, such
as walls or larger features found in the woods of the
Northeast, was generally ascribed to colonists by
archaeologists. Any consideration that American Indians
built impressive works of stone has usually been
dismissed out of hand and this attitude continues to the
present day.

Figure 10.1. Map of the Central Ridge Site, Oley Hills,
Pennsylvania.
Over the next two years, I closely followed Werfel’s
advice, using the site in the Oley Hills as a test case.
Deeds were carefully studied and copied in the county
court house and in the State Archives in Harrisburg and
from them I was able to piece together a fairly accurate
history of the land. I also realized that I needed to
understand basic facts about the site besides its history,
such as its geology, soil, vegetation and setting and these
subjects became an integral part of my research.
Furthermore, it was important to discuss the issue of
whether the cairns at the site were nothing but field
clearing piles, as so many archaeologists in the region
have claimed.

Recognizing the difficulties I would have investigating
this site, I sought outside advice. Dr. Stephen Werfel of
the Pennsylvania State Museum in Harrisburg was
instrumental in guiding me in the right direction at the
beginning of my research. He suggested that I approach
the investigation by playing devil’s advocate and attempt
to prove that the features were colonial. This, he said,
could be done two ways: First, by tracing the deeds for
the property back to the original owner to see if any of
the property lines coincided with present stone walls or
other features. And second, by searching the historical
record to determine if there was any prior mention of the
features, and who might have constructed them. If, at the
end of the search, nothing turned up suggesting that the
features were colonial, then other hypotheses could be
entertained in its place (Werfel 1998).

Before I did anything, however, I felt the first step was to
have an accurate map made of the site. I had made little
sketches of my own attempting to show the general
layout of the site and the relationship of the various
features to one another and to the landscape, but they
lacked precision. At that point, I enlisted the help of John
Waltz, a good friend, surveyor and engineer by training.
Over a winter weekend, we traversed and surveyed the
site, marking every manmade feature, from small rock
stacks on existing boulders to larger cairns to the massive
terrace. These are all accurately indicated on the map
(Fig. 10.1). The small and larger loosely piled-up cairns
are shown as small crosses. Archaeologists usually
ascribe cairns to field clearance but building cairns on
existing boulders in what is still rocky ground is not field
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gradual at 15-20 degrees. From the Central Ridge
summit extending to the south, the terrain is rolling,
consisting of a few dips, outcrops and rises before
terminating at a farm. While boulders of various shapes
and sizes are found scattered all over the ridge, they are
much more numerous on the east slope of the ridge than
on the west. Except for these, the remainder of the area
immediately to the west is mostly devoid of them. This
characteristic changes, however, as the ridge is followed
to the south.

clearance as it is currently understood. Farmers wanted
to get rid of unwanted stone as quickly as possible and
get on with the work at hand and stones that had been
forced to the surface through frost action in the spring
were carted to the edges of fields and simply dumped in
large irregular piles (Fohl 2004, Muller 2003a). The huge
cairns and other features at the site are quite distinct from
the smaller cairns, in that they are exceptionally well
constructed and even artistic in nature, demonstrating a
vision and design that sets them apart from what we think
of as the normal, day-to-day agricultural activities of the
colonial farmer.

The bedrock in this region is granitic gneiss, a gray to
buff colored metamorphic rock containing tiny crystals of
hornblende, biotite and quartz. This rock has a planar
fracture and helps to explain the roughly flat-surfaced
rocks that are characteristic of the area. There are only a
few clearly exposed areas of bedrock, one being the
rounded ledge where the South Row makes a sharp turn
to the west (see Fig. 10.1) and the only other type of rock
present is diabase, which is found in a short dike on the
ridge crest. The weathered blocks of stone scattered
about are either composed of diabase or bedrock
(Buckwalter 1957).

History
Thomas Penn acquired the land on which the Oley Hills
site is located by treaty with the Indians in September
1732 (Munger 1991). This treaty included land lying
between the Lehigh hills and the Kittatinny Mountains
along the Schuykill River watershed.
Immediately after the treaty was signed, German
immigrants began arriving on the newly available land,
settling first in the fertile river valleys. Those who
arrived in the 1740s moved further inland to the Oley
Hills area, a scenic but difficult farming area among the
hills to the south. Two German immigrants settled on the
land under discussion. The first was Nicholas Mertz,
who arrived in the United States from southern Germany
in the mid-1730s and probably moved to the Oley Hills in
the 1740s; and the second was Christian Abendschön,
who bought his 67-acre property in October 1751.
Abendschön’s land included the Central Ridge site that is
the focus of this study and adjacent land to the north and
south.

The soil throughout the Oley Hills site consists of the
Chester series, which usually develops from weathered
granitic gneiss to form a deep, silty loam soil consisting
of coarse fragments of weathered gneiss interspersed with
gritty to sandy material. Usually, the Chester series soils
can be up to 2m thick, but at the Oley Hills site, with
outcrops of bedrock visible in places, the soil is very
shallow. At the very summit, the topsoil is only 0.10 0.15m deep before one encounters the stony soil
characteristic of the periglacial period. The stony
character of the soil in the higher Oley Hills made for
very poor farming and this is probably the reason why
farmers such as Nicholas Mertz, whose land abutted that
of Christian Abendschön, and who was probably more
prosperous than most, rented land in the valleys below to
grow his crops.

From my research, I knew that Christian Abendschön, the
first owner of the property, held onto his land until about
1762, when he abruptly left Pennsylvania and moved to
North Carolina, literally abandoning his land and leaving
behind a legal mess that would only be resolved in 1875,
when six landowners of his former property petitioned
the state for a resolution to their claims of ownership, to
which the state acceded. I was able to establish that there
were nine owners of the property before the present one
and after examining their deeds, and plotting all the
various metes and bounds on a master map, I was able to
establish that only one stone wall, aligned east-west on
land separating the properties of Abendschön and Mertz,
was colonial in date. There was no mention in the deeds
of existing stone features, such as cairns, but this is not
uncommon in searching through old deeds.

The ridge is covered with second-growth deciduous
hardwood, consisting primarily of oak. Most of the trees
are small and seem to be no more than 30 or 40 years old.
Stumps of very large and much older trees can be seen
here and there on the ridge, indicating that tree harvesting
has been an on-going activity for many decades and
perhaps over the past 200 years. Even now, older trees
are colour banded for cutting. In addition to the trees, the
ridge has pockets of heavy undergrowth, consisting of
vines, green brier and blackberry bushes. Dense tangles
of this growth obscure much of the stonework and make
travel and investigation difficult and tedious.

Setting
Scope of Research
The wooded ridge on which the features are found is
oriented north-south and is drained by two small brooks
in the valleys to either side; the one on the east side flows
intermittently. This long ridge is approximately 305m
above sea level but only 33m or so above the two valleys.
The summit is broad and generally flat but to the east the
slope is a steep 25 degrees whereas the west one is more

All of the features on the site, and what few small
artefacts that were discovered on the ground, were
photographed and catalogued. Throughout the year, and
for about five years running, I visited the site
innumerable times, from various directions, in all seasons
and in all kinds of weather. Each of these visits lasted
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high
hly weathered outcrop of roock that, over time, becamee
detaached from thee bedrock by ddifferential weeathering.

most of the day,
d
and somee were made in the companny of
friends and outside
o
expertts as Dr. William Sevon of
o the
Pennsylvaniaa Geologicall Survey, and
a
Dr. Micchael
Stewart, proffessor of anthhropology at Temple
T
Univeersity
in Philadelphhia. In recentt years, the innterpretation of
o the
features at thhe Oley Hills site and theeir relation too the
landscape haas been aidedd by the landsscape archaeoology
and phenomeenology of Riichard Bradleey and Christoopher
Tilley, both of whom write
w
from thhe perspectivve of
English and European arcchaeology (Brradley 1998, 2000;
2
Tilley 1994, 1996, 2004). Much of the thrusst of
landscape archaeology has occurred in Great Britainn and
in countries of the Britissh Commonw
wealth; only fairly
f
recently havee American anthropologist
a
s taken an intterest
in the subjject, primarilly as it relates to rockk art
(Steinbring 1990).
1

Duriing fall and winter,
w
when tthe trees are free
f
of leaves,,
the Boulder
B
can be
b seen from the valley im
mmediately too
the east,
e
looming ominously abbove the ridge to the west,,
a daark form that is
i curiously uuninviting and
d tantalizinglyy
begu
uiling at the same
s
time (F
Fig. 10.2). Th
he closer onee
apprroaches, the leess imposing it appears, allthough at 3m
m
tall and 5m longg, it is hardly tiny. As is clear from a
stud
dy of the mapp in Figure 100.1, arranged around it aree
two large featurees: the curveed Row-Platfform and thee
Terrrace. We willl discuss all thhree features as one group,,
since I believee the two manmade feeatures weree
consstructed becauuse of the pressence of the Boulder.

At the end of my researchh period, I hadd exhausted alll the
possibilities of a coloniial explanatioon for the stone
s
features andd still had no idea what
w
the feaatures
represented, who construccted them or why. Initiallly, I
followed thee model used by
b many archhaeologists in their
published fieeld reports by giving backgground inform
mation
such as the vegetation,
v
geoology, historyy and then movve on
to a descripttion of the feeatures themseelves. But I soon
realized that this did not help
h
to explaiin the featuress and
their relationnship to each other and to the land andd so I
refashioned the argumentt and attempted to undersstand
what was visually
v
signnificant aboutt the site. For
example, waas there an outtstanding featuure that seem
med to
dominate thhe site to which other manmade
m
feaatures
seemed to bee related? Byy erasing all thhe cairns and other
manmade strructures from
m my mind’s eye, leaving only
the natural landscape
l
as it might havee appeared before
anyone arrived at the ridge, it quickly dawned
d
on mee that
the large bouulder on the summit,
s
whichh I simply labbeled
as the ‘Bouldder’ on the maap, dominatedd the landscapee and
was the hearrt of the site, the focus of at least two large
features, thee Row-Platforrm and the Terrace.
T
We will
examine this group of threee features firsst, followed by
b the
two flat-toppped cairns, Pllatform B andd finally the large
Inclined Cairrn.

Figu
ure 10.2. Bouulder and Row
w-Platform fro
om southwest.
The Boulder has nearly verticcal sides which taper to a
ratheer flat top (Fig. 10.3). Thee north end in
nclines at a 300
degrree angle, makking it appearr like a truncated trapezoid..
Thou
usands of yeaars of weatheering along beedding planess
of th
he gneiss havve caused som
me exfoliation of the stone..
From
m the east, thee oval form apppears truncatted, due to thee
fact that several large blocks oof stone from the south endd
exfo
oliated from frost
fr action annd are now arrranged on thee
grou
und in a roughh semicircle arround it. Beneath the northh
end,, two small staacks of stoness are wedged in place (Fig..
10.4
4). When Bill Sevon first saw them in 1998, hee
remaarked that thee Boulder mayy once have been
b
balancedd
in su
uch a way thaat it could be rocked simplly by pushingg
agaiinst one endd. The smaall stacks of stones, hee
conccluded, were wedged undeerneath to keeep this from
m
happ
pening. As water
w
entered cracks in thee stone on thee
soutth end and froze,
fr
it wedgged loose larrge pieces off
ston
ne, tipping thee weight to onne end and bringing
b
to ann
abru
upt end its rocking
r
charracteristics. It is highlyy
posssible that it waas this unique feature of thee Boulder thatt
led builders to construct the Row-Platfo
orm and thee
Terrrace in the firsst place.

The Boulderr Complex
One is naturaally drawn to the Boulder because
b
of itss size
and shape, dwarfing
d
everrything aroundd it. When I first
began to studdy the site, I assumed
a
that the Boulder was
w a
glacial erratiic, simply beccause it lookeed like ones I was
familiar withh in New Englland, and the way
w it appearred to
perch precariiously on the summit ridgee just above a rock
fall. But firsst appearancess can sometim
mes be misleaading.
The Wisconssin ice sheet, which was thhe last of the great
glaciers to sppread from thhe arctic abouut 25-30,000 years
y
ago, ended its southern movement abbout 30km too the
north. Everyything immeddiately to the south of thiss line
was in a zone subject to periglacial actiivity, which means
m
that this areaa was at the southern marggin of the ice sheet
10-11,000 years
y
ago, when
w
freezinng, thawing and
permafrost coonditions prevvailed. The booulder in quesstion,
which may loook like an errratic, is in facct a tor, whichh is a

Onee intriguing feeature is the sshort stone row connectingg
the Row-Platform
R
m to the Bouldder at its brok
ken edge (Fig..
10.1). It seems likke an afterthoought. The pieeces of gneisss
com
mprising it are much more angular, the edges
e
sharperr
and fresher lookking, and thee lichen coveer a bit lesss
extensive, than are
a the cobblees from the South
S
Row orr
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Figgure 10.3. Booulder as view
wed from the east.

Figure 10.44. Stone stackks underneath north end of the
t Boulder.
onial farmers had no ritualiistic attachmen
nt to boulderss
Colo
and preferred to get
g them out oof the way ass soon as theyy
coulld. But for American
A
Indiaans, they ofteen singled outt
largee glacial errattics for ritualiistic veneratio
on. There aree
num
merous exampples recorded of them butt one area inn
partiicular comes to mind. A
At Côteau des Prairies, inn
soutthwest Minnessota, is a fam
mous pipestonee quarry usedd
by American
A
Indiians as a sourcce for the soft reddish stonee
for peace
p
pipes. And just beelow an escaarpment, on a
level area where the Indians mined pipesttone, are fivee
hugee erratic bouldders of gneiss all in a row, several of thee
largeest being calleed the “Three Maidens.” These boulderss

elsewhere. It also seemss to be less tightly
t
construucted
than the Souuth Row. Thhese points arrgue that the short
row is more recent than thhe Row-Platfoorm. One ideaa that
came into my
m mind was that
t
this connecting featuree was
meant to em
mphasize the broken
b
edge of
o the Boulderr and
the fact that its rocking chharacteristics had ended. I had
observed inn other loccations that split boullders,
presumably having been broken aparrt by frost acction,
were often symbolically
s
reconnected by constructiing a
short stone roow between thhem or else fiilling the split with
small rocks (Muller 20000). This shorrt row could be a
variation of this.
t
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Figure 10.55. Terrace fro
om the east.
and ending in a wide
w
platform in front of it (Figure
(
10.2)..
Faullkner (1999) has
h raised thee possibility that
t
the Row-Platfform represennts a serpent.

are isolated and
a impressive, having whaat have been called
c
“phenomenal attributes” (Steinbring 1992).
W
When
George Catliin visited thiss site in the 18830s, he described
in consideraable detail thhe rituals thhat Sioux Inddians
conducted inn front of thee boulders annd the petrogllyphs
that had beeen carved beneath
b
the “Three Maiddens”
(Catlin 18422: 164, 202-2203). Similarrly, the Dakoota in
Minnesota worshipped
w
a god who resided
r
in stoones,
whom they named Taku--Shkan-Shkann or “the onee that
moves” (Ponnd 1986: 87,889). To them
m, certain unuusual
looking errattics possessedd locomotion and were moved
m
by an invisibble force. Thiis was long beefore anyone knew
k
about geologgical forces annd glaciers trannsporting bouulders
hundreds off miles and then depositinng them. Beender
(2003) has also pointed out that thee Indians attaached
sacred propeerties or powerrful Manitou to
t unusual loooking
boulders or thhose that weree isolated.

Thee Terrace
From
m Platform B, there is a nnatural route to the Terracee
and Boulder southh along the baase of an outcrrop below thee
Soutth Row.
A its base, the Terracee presents a
At
form
midable fortreess-like unduulating wall of rock thatt
com
mpletely obscuures the Bouldder from view
w (Fig. 10.5)..
Meaasuring 12.5m
m long, 2.1m
m high and more
m
than 3m
m
thick
k at the base, it is the largesst construction
n on the ridgee
and forms an arttificial extension of the flaat summit onn
whicch the Bouldeer rests, projeccting beyond the lip of thee
ridge. The centrral portion off the Terrace has partiallyy
collaapsed, resultinng in a cascaade of boulders forming att
the bottom
b
and exxposing a 0.3m
m thick fill off small stoness
at th
he top. In spite of thiss, one can sttill sense thee
undu
ulating, curvvilinear façadde, which can
c
be bestt
apprreciated by waalking counterrclockwise aro
ound its base..
From
m its projectinng northeast corner, and standing
s
on a
surfa
face composedd of small pavvement-like sttones, one hass
a magnificent, if limited, view
w of the land
d and featuress
belo
ow, such as the Inclined Cairn to th
he north andd
Platfform B below
w. To the noortheast, one glimpses thee
Lehiigh Valley thhrough the treees. There arre no obviouss
solsttice or equinoox alignmentss from this loccation but thee
fact that the Terrrace faces eaast towards th
he rising sunn
sugg
gests that it was
w constructeed to take adv
vantage of itss
expo
osed east-faciing location aand to form a visual andd
perh
haps functionaal connection with the Boulder behind..
The top of the Boulder
B
is the highest spot on the ridgee
and one might sppeculate that when the su
un’s rays firstt
strucck the top off the Boulder, perhaps att the summerr
solsttice, it signaaled an evennt that could
d have beenn

Row-Platforrm
The Row-Plaatform beginss at the top off the ledge outtcrop
where the extension of the
t South Roow makes a sharp
s
angle to the west. The South
S
Row haas a wedge-shhaped
profile, withh a near vertiical face abouut 1m high and
a a
tapered backkfill whereas the Row-Plattform is geneerally
rounded. Where
W
the twoo rows mergee, the Terracee lies
about 18.2m
m away and itt is symboliccally joined too the
Row-Platform
m by two sm
maller parallel rows leading to it
(Figure 10.11). The Roow-Platform seems
s
to forrm a
dividing linee between the rough and roocky terrain too the
east and souuth and the smoother groound to the west.
w
Once past the
t
corner, and
a
Row-Plaatform complletely
changes shappe, evolving innto a structuree with near verrtical
sides and a flat top. Ass it nears the Boulder, thee row
becomes sofftly undulatingg on its westt side as it snnakes
around the roocky area beloow the Bouldeer before wideening
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transmitted audibly to those below by rockingg the
Boulder.

m Veracruz, Mexico,
M
it wass
senssitivity, similaar to clays from
stateed in the reporrt that “if the ssignal is taken
n to be all TL,,
then
n the TL age would be 1130 ± 260 yeaars” (Bortolott
2002
2). Because thhe signal wass so low, how
wever, and soo
littlee work has beeen done on ssamples of th
his nature, thee
date may be suggeestive of greatt age and noth
hing else.

In the winterr of 1998, Johhn Waltz wass investigatingg the
base of the Terrace and found half a dozen piecees of
fused, cindeer-like materiial. Anotherr piece was then
discovered in
i a small vooid beneath the
t paving stoones,
implying it had
h been placced there inteentionally andd had
not fallen intto the crevice accidentally. More than half
h a
dozen such pieces werre collected on two sepparate
occasions, most
m
of them at the base of the Terrace, and
presumably having fallenn there whenn a portion of the
Terrace collaapsed. One laarge sample was
w sent to Robert
Gordon, a specialist in industriaal ecology and
archaeometalllurgy at Yalle University,, in January 1998
for study (Fiig. 10.6). Affter examiningg the cinder piece,
p
he wrote: “Itt is almost cerrtainly debris from a hearthh that
held a ratherr hot wood fiire. The piecce contains biits of
shale and lim
mestone that were
w
probablyy used to consstruct
the hearth. Clay
C
lining off the hearth haas reacted witth the
stone to forrm a lightweeight, porous slag. I see no
evidence thaat this was from
f
a metaallurgical proccess”
(Gordon, peersonal comm
munication, 9 February 19998).
Interestingly, the Adenaa and the Hopewell peeople
cremated hum
man remains in large, clayy-lined basinss dug
into the grouund (Dragoo 1963), and peerhaps the cinnders
should be more
m
closely examined
e
witth this thought in
mind. Also, Adena buriaals have beenn found alongg the
Atlantic coaast in Delaware and Marryland, far too the
southeast of the
t Oley Hillss site (Ritchie & Dragoo 19959).

Besiides the sampples mentioneed above, too
ols and pointss
mad
de of jasper annd extensive jasper debitage have beenn
foun
nd in fields to the north of tthe site, in add
dition to toolss
mad
de from quaartzite, quartzz and chert. The jasperr
presumably camee from one off the local dep
posits of whatt
is caalled the Readding Prong, aan elongated area
a
of jasperr
extending diagonally 96km thrrough the sou
uthern parts off
Lebaanon, Berks, Lehigh and Northampton
n counties inn
Penn
nsylvania. Soome pieces havve been heat treated,
t
whichh
has turned
t
the muustard-coloured jasper to a deep
d
red.
Flatt-Topped Caiirns
me 20m south of the Bouldder is a strang
ge, 0.7m high,,
Som
and carefully coonstructed stoone row thaat appears too
emerge from thee ground, maake a loopin
ng curve andd
merg
ge into a large, flat-toppedd cairn 2.1m high
h
and 2.4m
m
long
g (Fig. 10.7). As viewed from the sid
de, this cairn,,
whicch is labelled Flat Topped Cairn A, is built
b
against a
largee slab of gneiiss tipped at aan acute anglle (Fig. 10.8),,
whicch imparts considerable
c
eenergy to the cairn. Att
anotther angle, thhe slab exteends out from
m the cairn,,
look
king like a groowth that the ccairn somehow
w was able too
dom
minate. Oval in
i shape, the cairn is tightlly constructedd
of co
obbles of gneiiss averaging .15-.20m in diameter.
d
Thee
sides taper in att about a 700 degree ang
gle, impartingg
stren
ngth and stabiility. At the south end of the cairn, thee
row emerges and continues south to a junction
j
withh
anotther row, makkes a sharp rright-hand turrn (west) andd
even
ntually ends on
o the down sslope of the Central
C
Ridgee
site.
Furtther to the wesst, but only 177m from the Boulder
B
is thee
enorrmous Flat-Toopped Cairn B (Fig. 10.9),, an awesomee
struccture indepenndent of any sstone row and
d constructedd
on a large bouldder. The cairrn measures 2.1m
2
high byy
5.8m
m long and 1.88m wide, and,, like the prev
vious cairn, itss
sides taper in at 70 degrees. While Cairn A appears too
havee a rather unccomfortable reelationship wiith the slab off
gneiiss it is built against, Cairnn B grows naaturally out off
the boulder
b
it is onn, in an organnic manner.
Therre are cone-sshaped cairns in the valleey below, butt
flat-topped cairnss on the ridge crest; early on
o I wonderedd
wheether there waas any signifi
ficance to thiss. Might thee
flat- topped cairnns have been ssymbolic recreeations of thee
Bou
ulder, since thhe latter had a flat top an
nd somewhatt
tapered sides, esspecially if itt is viewed from variouss
anglles? Tilley (1996) has poinnted out that some
s
dolmenss
and cairns on Boddmin Moor inn Cornwall aree within sightt
of im
mposing tors and
a thus they may have beeen constructedd
to mimic
m
them. Each of the flat-topped cairns
c
on thee
ridge crest is withhin sight of thhe Boulder an
nd the profilee
of Cairn
C
B, including the boullder it is consstructed on, iss
very
y much like thhe Boulder (coompare Figs 10.3 & 10.9)..

Figurre 10.6. Cindder sample from
m Terrace.
The frothy, ochre-coloreed binding material
m
was later
tested by X-ray diffraaction analyssis at Princceton
University. The analysis determinedd that the binnding
material had the elementall components of clay but ovverall
it was a sodium hyydrogen phosphate hyddrate.
Meanwhile, in 2002, fundds had been raised
r
to have the
cinder bindeer tested forr thermoluminnescence (TL
L), a
technique thaat is often useed to date anccient pottery. The
sample was sent
s
to Bortollot Daybreak in Connecticuut for
analysis. Although
A
the sample hadd a very low
w TL
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Figgure 10.7. Fllat-topped Caiirn A from norrth.

Fiigure 10.8. Flat-topped
F
Ca
airn A from eaast.
by small
s
crosses in Figure 10.1. The centrral focal pointt
in th
his area was thhe platform ittself, a flat-top
pped, roughlyy
rectaangular structuure that stradddles the crest of the saddle..
It was
w built of coobbles of gneiiss, approxim
mately .15m inn
diam
meter, resting on a base off large projeccting boulderss
that resemble the buttresses of gothic cathed
drals. Overall,,
3m wide andd
the structure meaasures 6.7m long and 3.3
variees in height from
f
1m on thhe west to 2m
m on the east,,
this discrepancy being
b
due to its location on
n the edge off
the steep
s
slope. At
A the northwest end of thee platform is a
curio
ous curved teerrace wall thaat extends ou
ut 2m to meett
som
me large bouldders. The othher end has a split façade,,
with
h a steep incclined ramp ggiving accesss to the top..
Smaall stones .10m
m or less in ddiameter and somewhat
s
flatt
– what
w
I refer too as ‘paving’ stones – cov
ver the upperr

It is also posssible that the shape of the cairns has notthing
to do with thhe Boulder annd is simply ann artistic variiation
of the platfoorm cairns thhat will be discussed shorttly, a
type of struccture that is foound not onlyy at the Oley Hills
site but throuughout the Noortheast.
A
Platform B Area
At the end off a graded patth leading up a steep slope from
a farm below
w is an unusuual feature callled Platform B, a
roughly rectaangular structture resting onn a flat plateaau or
saddle just too the north off the ridge sum
mmit (Fig. 100.10).
Forming a roough band exttending from the
t cart path to
t the
north to just below Platforrm B are num
merous small cairns
c
placed on exxisting bouldeers; these cairnns are represeented
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Fiigure 10.9. Flat-topped
F
Ca
airn B from eaast.

Figure 10.10. Platform B from north.

F
Figure
10.11. Inclined Caiirn from southh.
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piezoelectric light that was released when quartz was
broken or else when two pieces of the mineral were
rubbed together (Whitley 1999). Supposedly, the power
it possessed entered the person holding it, such as a
shaman. The quartz found on the Central Ridge site is
generally, but not exclusively, on the side of features
facing east. This is the case with the large Inclined Cairn,
for example, and the North Row in the vicinity of
Platform B. Its presence in these and other features (but
not for example the two large flat-topped cairns to be
discussed), suggests that those which have quartz and
those that do not were perhaps constructed at different
times.

surface. From the top, and facing east, one can stand and
look out over the features below and at the Boulder over
one’s right shoulder, looming against the skyline to the
southwest.
In addition to the cobbles of gneiss
comprising the structure, there are also several substantial
pieces of quartz mixed in with them; two are located on
the east-facing side, while the other is found on the
northwest corner.
West Stone Row and Inclined Cairn
As with the curved stone row that leads into Flat Topped
Cairn A, the West Stone Row, just to the west from
Platform B, also emerges from the ground and heads
directly west to engage what I call the Inclined Cairn.
From the side, it looks like the angled prow of a tugboat
(Fig. 10.11) with a 2.1m high east-facing front that in
4.6m tapers to 1m. As with all the other large cairns, this
is constructed on a 1m high boulder. Four large quartz
cobbles are incorporated in the east-facing side; none is
found elsewhere and the top is covered with a paving
surface of small pieces of gneiss. Along the north facing
side of the cairn is a surface projection that creates a
steep, inclined ramp, although it is in serious disrepair. It
is similar in a way to the one found on Platform B, which
would have permitted easy access to the top. A few small
pieces of heavily weathered dolomite with a thick rind
were found on top of the Inclined Cairn in 1998.
Dolomite is found in the valley below and not on the
ridge; it must therefore have been gathered deliberately
and placed on top of the cairn for reasons unknown.

A Broader Perspective
After completing my initial study of the Central Ridge
site, one central question remained unanswered and that
was whether two of the most distinctive features on the
ridge, the flat-topped and platform cairns, were unique to
the area or could be found further afield. Cone-shaped
cairns, either tossed together in a pile or carefully
stacked, brick-like, are ubiquitous in the Northeast, and
they did not appear to offer a good distinctive example to
study. The flat-topped cairns and Platform B appeared
unusual and distinctive and for the next five years, from
about 2000 to the present, I traveled widely in New
England to see what similar examples I could find.
A clue that the flat-topped cairns were perhaps more
widespread was found right on a section of the Central
Ridge site itself, about 400m to the south, on property
that was once owned by Nicholas Mertz. On the west
slope of the ridge, four large cairns were discovered, all
constructed against or on existing boulders. Not as large
as the ones on the Central Ridge, being at most 1.5m high
and 2.5m long, they were nevertheless built with care and
exhibited, on a smaller scale, the type of cairn found at
the Central Ridge site.

The milky quartz cobbles found in the Inclined Cairn, the
West Stone Row and Platform B all seem to have the
same general characteristics, in that they have thin veins
of iron running through them, two flat parallel faces and
are roughly .10m thick, even though the outside
dimensions can vary widely; one piece in a row between
the Terrace and the beginning of the Row-Platform
measured .46m across! Most, however, are .15-.20m in
diameter. A comparison of all the pieces suggests that
they came from the same location, which must have been
a large exposed vein of quartz. Quartz by itself is such a
common mineral that to find it anywhere in most places
in the Northeast should come as no surprise. But when
Bill Sevon visited the site in late summer 1998 and saw
the quartz, he remarked that it could not have come from
the ridge, since the bedrock there was gneiss. He
suggested that the quartz must have come from the valley
below, more than 2km away, from a formation in which
veins of quartz might be expected (personal
communication). This was a very significant observation
because it meant, obviously, that quartz was deliberately
incorporated in the features and not placed there
arbitrarily and is therefore a cultural attribute. Farmers
wishing to clear their fields of stone would hardly have
trekked to the valley below, 1.6km or more away, to
select quartz to bring back to the cairn construction site.
Quartz, however, had a symbolic and ritualistic
importance to American Indians because of its light
translucent colour and peculiar attributes, such as the

More than 320km to the northeast, in the small town of
Killingworth, Connecticut, 40km east of New Haven, is a
cluster of features which confirmed that the ones at the
Oley Hills site are not unique. There, on private land
bounded by colonial walls, are three impressive flattopped cairns, two about l.5m high and contiguous with
one of the walls and another, larger cairn, 2m high,
constructed on a smooth outcrop of bedrock (Fig. 10.12).
Within this same area are some smaller flat-topped cairns
and an impressive turtle effigy. When I first saw the site
in 2001, the property was slated for development and the
developer contracted an archaeologist to survey the stone
features, which he concluded were colonial in date. In an
attempt to preserve the features from destruction, a local
preservation group had Curtiss Hoffman, an archaeology
professor at a small college in Massachusetts, do a
statistical analysis of the various stone features on the site
to determine whether there was any validity to the claims
of the contract archaeologist. Addressing each of the five
main points the contract archaeologist raised in
attempting to prove his case, Hoffman framed his
argument as five distinct hypotheses, which he answered
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Figure 100.12. Platform
m cairn at Killingworth, Coonnecticut.

F
Figure
10.13. Platform cairrn at Smith farm site, Rocheester, Vermonnt.
often
n dictated by the bedrock oor boulder on
n which manyy
of th
hem are consttructed. Somee are found on
n steep slopess
so th
hat the downnslope side is often signifiicantly higherr
than
n the upslope side
s
and one sside is often no
n higher thann
1m. Others have extensions or ‘tails,’ an
nd some havee
smalller satellite cairns.
L
Large quartz cobbles aree
som
metimes a consspicuous part oof the constru
uction. We doo
not know the purrpose of thesee cairns but many
m
of them
m
represent a consiiderable expennditure of lab
bour to movee
man
ny tons of stonne (Muller 20003a: 8-9).

with a statistical analysis of probabilitty. By examining
the piles inn this scienttific and syystematic maanner,
Hoffman conncluded that the
t site “as a whole shoulld be
considered as
a a ritual or sacred area” and not part of a
farmer’s whimsy (Hoffman 2004: 24). Because of
o the
large size off the stones coomprising som
me of the feattures,
Hoffman conncluded that thhey may havee been construucted
when draft animals
a
were available,
a
durring a period when
w
the Indians still
s practiced ritual at sitess that had reccently
been purchased by Englissh settlers. It is unclear att this
time whetheer the cairns in question will be saveed or
destroyed.

They
y are found from Pennsyylvania to New
N
England..
Outsside Vermonnt, significantt sites are in
i Brooklyn,,
Con
nnecticut andd Bear Broook State Paark in New
w
Ham
mpshire. Withhin Vermont iitself, importaant locales aree
in South
S
Newfanne and Stockbbridge, both of
o which havee
imprressive platfo
form cairns with promin
nently placedd
quarrtz cobbles (M
Muller 2003b).

Much more data has beeen obtained from a studdy of
platform caiirns. As I see them, thhey all have well
constructed outside
o
walls and the interiior is usually filled
f
with smalleer stones.
The shape can be circcular,
rectangular, crescent or of some inddeterminate shhape,
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When I first encountered the great number of platform
cairns about four years ago, these forms reminded me of
Mississippian geometric earthen mounds, which were
built about 1000 years ago, or perhaps the Adena or
Hopewell mounds of an even earlier period. At the great
Centres, such as Cahokia in Illinois and Moundville in
Alabama, flat-topped mounds predominate and it dawned
on me that perhaps the stylistic influence for the flat
topped stone mounds or cairns could be traced to the
central part of the United States, such as Ohio and
Illinois. Architectural influences from the Hopewell
Indians have been found at a stone walled ‘fort’ in
Lochmere, New Hampshire, that was described by
Ephraim Squier in 1851 (Squier 1851: 144-149).
Unfortunately, the stones for the walls of this structure
proved to be too tempting for those who wanted to build
a local dam and, by the mid-1840s, all traces of the ‘fort’
had been erased.

By far, the largest concentration of this cairn type is
found at an upland site of approximately 50 acres in
Rochester, Vermont, located in the central part of this
state. Here, on a steep, rocky and wooded east-facing
slope drained by numerous springs are more than 150
cairns and other stone constructions of various sizes and
shapes, including circular, oval, square, rectangular and
crescent. Some constructions are nothing but carefully
made small terraces placed against the side of a knoll,
others are massive platform cairns (Fig. 13), some with
extensions or ‘tails,’ and some with smaller versions of
themselves built directly below. Quartz sometimes forms
a conspicuous aspect of the construction (Muller 2003b:
9). This site is unique not only for the variety, size and
number of cairns found on the property but also because
we have detailed information on the activities that were
conducted here from 1847 to 1888, when the 250-acre
property was owned by a Chester Smith. By sheer good
luck, I was able to locate the five ledgers or daybooks of
Chester Smith no more than 16km from where I live. I
carefully poured through each of the daybooks looking
for any evidence that Smith or one of his helpers had
constructed the cairns but there was none. Smith was too
busy with the duties of a farmer to bother with piling
stones neatly and so I could only conclude that the piles
predated Smith and everyone else who owned the land
before him.

Unbeknownst to most is a square earthen Mississippian
mound in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, near the
Housatonic River. It measures 61m at its base, is
approximately 15m high, and has a flat top measuring
29m along each side (Hoskins 1972: 63). This is the only
known Mississippian structure in New England but
perhaps its form, on a much smaller scale, is reflected in
the numerous stone platform cairns throughout the
Northeast. It should be recalled that Victor Bortolot said
that, if the thermoluminescence of the cinder fragment
found at the Oley Hills site were considered all TL, then
the date would be about 1000 AD. This neatly fits into
the time frame of the Mississippian culture. Of course,
this cannot be confirmed until or if some culturally
diagnostic artefact, or dateable carbon, is found in one of
the cairns.

Conclusion
Beginning in 1997 with a group of mysterious stone
features in Pennsylvania whose cultural affiliation was
unknown, this study has expanded to include similar,
well-constructed monumental stonework throughout the
New England states and beyond. To me, these features
are not the product of a talented but misguided colonial
farmer, but most probably were constructed by American
Indians. Why so many of them were built, for what
purpose and when are questions that have not yet been
answered but perhaps a clue to the latter can be found in
the form most of these dry masonry features took,
especially when looked at from a broad regional
perspective.
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For one thing, all of them are flat on top, even though
they may be round, oval, square, rectangular or some
other shape. Many of them are large and visually
impressive and they often have quartz cobbles carefully
incorporated in their design.
They are also all
exceptionally well constructed, exhibiting a concern for
exacting workmanship that places them into the category
of monuments or sculpture rather than tossed-together
field clearing piles.
There is no confusing this
distinction. And because the form is so widespread,
particularly the platform cairn type, we are actually
witnessing a widespread, culturally-related phenomenon
rather than seeing this myopically as the whim of a local
farmer with too much time on his hands. Were these
constructions the result of a regional response to
landscape or some agriculturally-related endeavor, surely
there would have been something written about them
before now, but this is not the case.
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